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This brief version of the best-selling laboratory manual Microbiology: Laboratory Theory and

Application is intended for majors or nonmajors in introductory microbiology laboratory courses. This

full-color manual is appropriate for courses populated primarily by allied health students and

courses with a preference for an abbreviated number of experiments, student versions of this title

are three-hole drilled and in loose-leaf format.
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had all the information I needed and easy to keep up with a my microbio class. It is a loose leaf so

you have to use a binder with it but it was perfect for me since I had to use the pages for my lab

notebook anyways.

This text book did a wonderful job explaining lab procedures and had very nice pictures in order to

visually see what we were to do for each step. There are questions in the back as well that allow

you to think about the experiments and discuss concepts.

The previous year's book had better pictures. It is a green book. Many in our class still use that book

as it is similar. I jump around a lot in lab on the various figures, especially in the SIM, coagulase, etc

tests.

Book came destroyed ripped pages at the beginning, usable for my my micro lab but I am



disappointed. I had to throw out first 8 pages.

There are some pages missing like the lab reports so I really can't do anything about it and put it in

use. I should've never bought it and just share it with my lab partner if I knew this was the case. I

regret buying this book.

To say I was disappointed with this book would be a complete and total understatement. I only gave

it 1 star because I had to put at least 1, but I definitely would have put zero if it were allowed. Nearly

half of the book was missing and it was very important pages that I actually really needed. I had to

borrow a friend or my teacher's book almost daily (good thing she was nice about it). I ended up

failing my lab final because I physically didn't have the material to study. Lesson learned: NEVER

BUY LOOSE LEAF BOOKS USED. Will never make that mistake again.

The pictures in this manual are really helpful and aid in completing the labs. I'm glad I bought this

new because I needed the lab sheets to be blank for my lab. I did need to put this in my own binder

since it is loose leaf. I used 2'' binder and that holds it perfectly. Overall, I am satisfied with this

manual.

This text book arrived in a timely manner and I love that it was affordable. It's a lab manual and it

had some writing in it (the first two labs were partially filled out). Other than that, it appears the rest

of the manual will work out well for me.
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